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Abstract—With advent of software defined networks

delay for the first packet of the flow. In order to

(SDNs) the centrally coordinated routing paradim has

achieve optimal performance, FIB lookup misses can

been in the focus. With central routing fine grained traffic

be completely avoided if entries for all possible flows

engineering and flow methods is pushed to environments
like data centers that traditionally did not make heavy
use of these techniques.

are present in the FIB. This naturally only works if
FIB hold all required entries.

The benefits of the techniques are clear but the

Additional requirements and policies for routing

downside is that more forward entries are needed to

in the network as quality of service and network

support these techniques. Unfortunately the number of

engineering will result in additional FIB entries. Trying

forwarding entries in switches have a hard limit.
We show that the destination MAC address can be

to minimize the number of required FIB entries to

used as universal label in software defined networks and

be able to accommodate as many requirements as

the ARP caches of hosts can exploited as ingress label ta-

possible is the natural consequence. FIB lookup tables

ble and therefore reduce the size of the forwarding tables

are implemented using Ternary Content-Addressable

of network devices. We have the additional advantage of
not requiring a special type of data center network or
additional hardware capabilities.
We demonstrate that our technique can solve the
problem of FIB sizes by introducing a greedy scheme for
all pairs ECMP with a minimal number of FIB entries.

Memorys (TCAMs), which are expensive in cost and
power. Reducing the number of FIB entries also reduces the number of entries in the TCAMs, which can
result in power/cost saving. [8], [13]
Following we will present an approach that will
work using existing network hardware capabilities. We

I. I NTRODUCTION

first give a model of a current hardware FIB. We define

The central element in a switch is the forwarding

the problem of minimizing FIB entries for data centers

information base (FIB) which holds the entries to

and analyze the complexity of the problem. In Section

match and forward the packets.

3 we explain the technique of using MAC addresses

To reduce the number of FIB lookup misses often
FIB entries are installed which not only match the flow

as label. We provide a heuristic algorithm to solve the
problem in a practical usable time.

causing the FIB miss but also match similar flows,
which e.g. have the same source and destination IP

II. M ODEL

but different TCP/UDP ports. Similar flows will then

In this paper we will refer to any device connected

matched by the same rule and do not experience the

to an SDN-enabled switch as a “host” and to the
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SDN-enabled switches simply as “switch”. We further

MAC address. More complex routing algorithm will

assume that all switches in the data center are SDN

install different forward actions with the same outport

enabled switches.

port. For the context of merging forward entries these

In a switch an incoming packet is matched against
the FIB of the switch. This is done by looking up

different forward actions are like two different output
ports.

multiple header fields from the packet itself as well as

A solution is to use inputs that make merging easier

using meta information like ingress port of the packet.

is the use of labels for routing. The disadvantage of

The lookup is either made as an exact match, like

using labels for routing is that usually the ingress

IP address equaling 1.2.3.4, or as a wildcard match

switch needs to label the incoming packets, which

like IP address matching 5.6.0.0/16 often combined

translates in additional FIB entries. To efficiently use

with a priority to give longer prefix entries a higher

labels we need to solve two problems: The first one is

priority. This matching is implemented using TCAMs

finding labels themselves and the second is using the

and allows fields to match against 0, 1 and “don’t

labels without increasing the number of FIB entries

care” usually written as X. For example the wildcard

significantly.

11100XXX XXXXX1100 matches all 16 bit words

A MAC address (or any other label) is just an n

beginning with 11100 and ending with 110. Wildcard

bit long string. A communication between two hosts

matches can be seen as a indicator function for bit

is expressed as a path from one node to another in the

strings of length n:

graph. Multiple actions are present for one port this can

t : {0, 1}n 7→ {0, 1}, t(x) =



0

wildcard matches x


1

otherwise

be represent as a multiple edges between vertices as
previously stated. This allows us to simply all routing
decision to the decision of which edges a path contains.

We define Tn to be the set of all possible wildcard

We can formulate of using minimal number of FIB

functions with n bits input size.

entries:

Regardless of the routing algorithm/forwarding

A. Path label assignment

strategy used in the network, a FIB entry consists of
a matching rule and a forward action. To replace two
FIB entries with one entry two condition have to be
met. First the matching of the new rule must match
everything the old two rules matched and not match
anything the old rules did not match. Second the forwarding action of both entries has to be the same. If the
output action differ, combining two entries will change

Let n be the number of bits used for the label. Given
a graph G = (V, E) and number of loop-free paths
P ⊂ P(E). Does a mapping m : P 7→ {0, 1}n exist,
so that for each edge e = (u, v) a function te ∈ Tn
exists with te (m(p)) = 1 if e ∈ p and t(m(p) = 0 if
(u, w) ∈ e with w 6= v.
B. Complexity of the problem

the semantic. Merging multiple FIB entries is often

The path label assignment problem is N P-complete

impossible since the inputs like the MAC addresses

for inputs of arbitrary networks. We will give a proof

of hosts have no structure that allows grouping them

in this section.

together in a wildcard.

The existence of a polynomial-sized ILP program

For a Ethernet link layer forwarding the forward

(see Section 2.3) for the problem shows that the prob-

action is as simple as “output packet on port x”

lem is inside N P since MILP problems are solvable

and matching is done by looking at the destination

with an N P algorithm. To establish N P-completeness
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we will show that the 4-colorability problem [1], [2]
(Can four colors be assigned to vertices so that no

4color.pdf

edges connects vertices with the same color) can be
reduced to the path label assignment problem.
Let G = (V, E) be the input for the 4-colorability

Fig. 1. Example transformation of a graph for 4-colorability

problem.
For each edge ei ∈ E we add a switch r in our

The variables of the ILP are defined as followed:

model with two output ports. Each vertex vj ∈ V is
identified by a path pj . For every edge ei in the graph

tej

value of bit j of wildcard te

we add an router ri with two output ports and assign to

xej

bit j of wildcard te is a “don’t care”

pij

value of jth bit of path i label

nejk

bit k of path j label is not matched by te

four possible label values for each path (00, 01, 10

dijk

decision variable for nijk

and 11). Figure 1 shows the idea of the reduction. For

We model the three valued functions te by using

a switch with one path per output port each path must

tij and xij . The mapping of the path to an n-bit

have a different bitmask to be differentiatiable.

string is modeled by the pij variables. All variables are

each one path corresponding to one of the two vertices
of the edge.
By choosing the number of bits (n) as two there are

If the path label assignment problem has a solution,

binary. nijk can be changed to a arbitrary float without

set to colors of the vertices vi in G to according

changing the solution of the ILP since the equations

the bits of the corresponding paths pi to solve the

will force these variables to be either 0 or 1.

4-colorability problem . Assume this is not a valid

Further we define for an edge e = (u, v) the

solution for the 4-colorability problem. Then an edge

function s(pj , e) to be 1 iff pj includes an edge (u, w)

e = (u, v) exists which connects two nodes with the

with w 6= v.

same color. The paths corresponding to u and v, pu
and pv , have the same bit mask. Since pu and pv are
distinguishable in re they cannot have the same bit
mask.

xek ≥ pjk − tik

(1)

xek ≥ tek − pjk

(2)

k = 1 . . . n, ∀e∀pj : e ∈ pj

If the label assignment problem has no solution the
4-colorability problem also has no solution. Assume
the bit mask problem has no solution but the 4-color

b
X

xek ≥ 1

∀e

(3)

k=1

problem has solution. Assign each color a bit mask

nejk ≤ tek − pjk + (1 − dejk ) · M

(4)

and the bit masks to the paths in the bit mask problem.

nejk ≤ pjk − tek + dejk · M

(5)

nejk ≤ 1 − xek

(6)

Then for each switch the paths will have different bit
masks and the bit mask problem has a solution.

n
X

nejk ≥ 1

(7)

k=1

C. Exact MILP solution

k = 1 . . . n, ∀e∀pj : s(pj , e) = 1

In this section we model the problem as a mixedinteger linear program (MILP).
March 14, 2014
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The first block of equations (1 - 3) makes sure that
a wildcard for an edge matches all labels of paths
containing that edge. (e ∈ pj ) Equation 1 and 2 ensure
that tek and pjk (bit k of wildcard and path label) are

arptraditional.pdf

the same if xik is 0 (Not an “don’t care”). Equation 3
ensures that every wildcard has a least one bit that is
not set to “don’t care”.
To ensure that the wildcard only matches labels it
should match Equation 7 ensures that at least one
bit of a label exists that is not matched. Equations

Fig. 2. ARP resolution and resulting communication in a traditional
layer 2 network

4 and 5 ensure that nijk can be only 1 if pjk and
tik have different values. Equation furthermore ensures
that nijk is 0 if the kth is a “don’t care”.
The MILP has no optimization goal since the problem is either solvable or not.
arpsdn.pdf
III. M AC ADDRESSES AS LABELS
Using an SDN gives a much greater control over
the network. We use this greater control to not rely
on backward learning. This allows use to use the
destination MAC address as generic forward label.

Fig. 3. Intercepting and modifying ARP packets in a SDN network

This use of the MAC address has the big advantage
that labeling packets can be offloaded to the host by
the ARP protocol rather than requiring an FIB entry

destination address of a host are always the same for

to add the label on every ingress switch.

the Ethernet layer.

In a normal Ethernet network each client uses the

Intercepting and modifying the ARP request instead

same MAC address for receiving and sending packets.

of attaching a separate label to the packets has an

This allows the switches to learn which destination

important advantage. The host will put that MAC

MAC addresses are mapped to each port by observing

address into its own ARP cache and will already

the packet’s source MAC addresses. Hosts on the net-

put the MAC destination address into all outgoing

work rely on higher-level protocols (ARP/NDP [12],

packet for that particular IP address. That removes

[10]). Figure 3 shows an example of traditional ARP

the need to label the packets on the ingress switch

query/reply communication.

in the network to be able forward packets according

Instead of delivering the ARP query/neighbor dis-

to a label. Effectively we use the ARP table of the

covery packets to the hosts, the network can intercept

hosts to store some of the entries we otherwise would

the packets. This allows us to respond with arbitrary

need to store in the FIB tables of the switches.

MAC addresses. Doing so allows us to answer with a

When packet arrives at the egress the switch the

label that for that path from the host to destination IP

packet still carries the label as destination MAC ad-

address. This breaks the assumption that source and

dresses. Without modifying the destination host oper-
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differentiate multiple (virtual) hosts behind a single
switch port gives a usable amount for the label of
40 bit. An approximation algorithm should gracefully
approxstep.pdf

adapt to situation where a perfect solution requiring the
only theoretical minimum of wildcards is not possible.
To achieve this goal we designed a greedy algorithm. The idea is to set one bit after another for every

Fig. 4. Node with six paths and four already assigned bits, common
bits in bold, next bits in gray

in a way that brings the solution closer to requiring
only one wildcard per link. The greedy algorithm will
iterate through all bits and set one bit after another for

ating system, the host will drop the packet since the

all paths. Initially all paths have no bits set and are

destination MAC address is not matching its own MAC

indistinguishable. For each bit we will consider the

address. The switch needs to replace the destination

switches in a random order and assign the bit values

MAC with the real MAC address. Figure 3 shows the

to the path in a locally optimal way.

resulting packet flows. Having to do this extra step to

Uniformly select an edge e. Determine the bits that

undo the labeling seems to contradict the idea of using

all paths that use the edge have in common. Using

ARP to label packets. But the important difference is

these bits as wildcard to all other edges. If any of the

that labeling has to be on every ingress switch while

paths of an edge matches the wildcard the edge is put

rewriting the MAC address needs only be done on the

in the set U . The set contains the edges with paths that

egress switch. Since the egress switch needs a FIB

cannot distinguished from e with the wildcard. If the

entry to forward the packets to the port, this only adds

set of indistinguishable edges U is empty, move to the

an additional action to the already existing entry.

next edge. Otherwise set the unset bits of the paths on

The ARP table of the receiving host contains a label

e and the paths of the edges in U so that the size U is

MAC address for source IP address instead of the real

minimized. The algorithm will be run until either the

address of the host. Our approach does not modify the

set of indistinguishable edges is empty for every edge

source MAC address, which is the physical address of

or when the number of allowed bits is reached.

the sending host. For a received packet the source mac

Consider Figure 4 where the paths have partial path

address will differ from the address the address store

labels. A wildcard using the common bits of edge e1

in the ARP table. This raises the question if the host

also matches one path of e2 and e3 . Adding 0 to the

accepts these packets.

paths of e1 and 1 to the paths of e2 and e3 allows the
wildcard 1XX01 to only match paths of e1 .

IV. A SSIGNING LABELS

After the bits have been set for every path and U is

Unfortunately, calculating an optimal solution using

empty for every edge only one wildcard is needed per

the MILP described presented in Section 2.3, does

edge. For the non optimal case we use a greedy second

not yield a solution for any but very small problems

phase of the algorithm to find a valid set of wildcards.

instances in a reasonable time. To implement the idea

Since using bits that are common to all paths do not

in a real world scenario a faster algorithm is needed.

create and empty set U we split the wildcard into two

The Ethernet MAC address has no variable length

wildcards w0 and w1 . We calculate the sets U1 and

but a fixed number of 48 bits. Laying 8 bit aside to

U0 for all bits which not common between all paths.
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Then we choose the bit which minimizes U1 and U0 .

VI. R ELATED WORK

We repeat this step until for all wildcards wi of the
path the sets Ui are empty.

Reducing the FIB size has been studied for various
different scenarios and requirements. A very general
approach to solve the problem are compact routing

V. E VALUATION

algorithms, which are designed for arbitrary networks.
For example, the compact routing scheme of [16] has

Our evalution consists of two parts. The first part
consists of an OpenFlow network with multiple hosts
and different operating system (Windows, Linux, Mac
OS X, Cisco IOS) to confirm that our method of
using ARP caches to label outgoing packets (Section
3) works as anticipated. Even though methods are
confirm to the standard the behavior of the network
is unusual from the operating system perspective. As
test bed we built an OpenFlow network using Mininet
[6] and connected various virtual and physical hosts
to it.

a table size of Õ(n1/2 ) with a stretch factor of 3 is
achieved.
protocol proposal also aiming to reduce the FIB
table size is Pathlet routing [4]. Pathlet routing sets
out to reduce the FIB size/complexity of inter domain
routing while retaining the flexibility of policy routing possible using BGP. Pathlet routing achieves this
flexibility by adding labels to the packets that encode
parts of the path and allows each AS to decided itself
to decide trade-off between number of FIB entries
and complexity of the implemented routing policy.

We installed flow rules that rewrote the modified

Even though this is aimed at a different problem,

destination mac addresses back to the original mac

the question arises if these FIB reduction techniques

addresses and intercepted the ARP request with our

(or generally FIB reduction techniques aimed at inter-

controller and send modified ARP replies back.

AS communication [17], [3]) can be applied to the

Our finding confirmed that the operating systems

data-center FIB reduction. The main similarity is

will accept IP packets for their own IP address as long

that in both cases the actual forwarded elements are

as the destination mac address is right. The source mac

unstructured, mac addresses in the data center and

address can be arbitray. Or from an Ethernet layer

IP prefixes in the inter-AS communication. In both

centric view, the operating systems do not make as-

scenarios labels of some kind are used to aggregate and

sumption about the network that violate the possibility

structure the unstructured forwarding elements. A key

of asymmetric routing on a Ethernet layer.

difference is that data center routing does not involve

The second part was a simulation to evaluate the

multiple parties with different goals. These approaches

possibility of reducing the number of needed flow table

focus on possible scenarios and techniques designed

entries by using the greedy algorithm described in

for future routers and Internet protocols. Therefore

subsection 4. As input we built CLOS and fat tree data

these labels are not designed to work on hardware

center topologies. For the paths we calculated between

or require hardware capabilities not present in current

all switches the shortest paths and kept all paths with

data center hardware.

minimal costs giving the possibility to choose between

Data center networks differ a lot from the Internet

multiple paths between two end host by answering

topology and are usually highly structured. For a

with the MAC address of the chosen path for the ARP

modern data center network the FIB table consists

reply.

mainly of basic Layer 2 forwarding (Ethernet) entries
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as lookup key and the output port as forwarding action.

capabilities.

Since Ethernet addresses of hosts are not structured a

There are few similarities between our protocol and

FIB table for a data center switch needs one entry

PortLand. Portland assign each switch a hierarchical

per host in the network. Especially in large networks

level of either core, aggregation or edge. The format of

this number of entries is not feasible. To make it

the pseudo mac used by PortLand is fixed and encodes

feasible for a switch to hold the full forwarding table

the hierarchical structure. The pseudo MAC is used

the number of entries in the table has to be reduced.

as a label encoding the destination host. Portland will

Without coordination compressing the entries has to

rewrite the source and the destination MAC address

be done individually on each switch. This is generally

on the ingress and egress TOR switches. In contrast

difficult, since the link layer addresses are unstructured

we have shown that rewriting the source address is

and achieving a good compression ratio also requires

unnecessary and that the destination MAC address can

modifying the hardware. [15].

be used as true label and not only as 1:1 label for the

Instead of matching with bitwise wildcards the

actual destination MAC address.

approach in [14] uses Bloom filters for matching

The Portland and VL2 approaches can also benefit

addresses. The approach is targeted at networks which

from our technique of using MAC address as labels. In

have a relatively large number of alternative paths for

the case of the PortLand protocol the pseudo MAC can

each communication pair like CLOS networks. Match-

be directly stored in the ARP tables of the connected

ing using bloom filters can have false positives when

hosts and does not need to be rewritten by the ingress

matching packets. By not using the paths which trigger

switch.

false positives the approaches avoids this problem.

First hop redundancy protocol (FHRP) (like

For this to work the networks needs to have multiple

HSRP[7] or VRRP[9]) multiple routers share a single

pathes for every communication pair. This makes the

MAC address for receiving packets on the failover

approach only applicable for network with heavy multi

IP gateway address but their own MAC address for

pathing like a CLOS network. The matching by bloom

forwarding packets to the hosts. Using this “virtual”

filters is furthermore not possible without modification

mac address has the advantage that packets with this

of the existing (OpenFlow) software and hardware.

MAC address will always be accepted by the routers

These two requirements are not required when using

and the ARP table of the clients always has a valid

our approach.

entry as long as one routers is still working. When

With coordination by either implementing a distributed algorithm or using a central network control

forwarding a packet to a clients a router will use its
own MAC address.

instance like in SDNs, reduction of the FIB table size
can be achieved by doing a structured assignment of

VII. C ONCLUSION

the link layer (MAC) addresses to hosts and switches

We have shown that our techniques for reducing

[5], [11]. The MAC addresses usually either encodes

the number of needed flow table in an software de-

a position of the switch in the network or the MAC

fined network are viable and working options. The

address is used as a routing element. Encoding the path

new paradigm of software defined networks allows to

into the MAC address is an example for that. These

reinterpret network concepts and header fields and use

approaches either assume a certain network structure

them for other purposes. A centrally managed network

to work and sometimes require matching/rewriting

makes it possible to use the destination MAC address
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as very lightweight label that is applied for free by

[11] R. Niranjan Mysore, A. Pamboris, N. Farrington, N. Huang,

the connected hosts allowing very small FIB tables

P. Miri, S. Radhakrishnan, V. Subramanya, and A. Vahdat.
Portland: a scalable fault-tolerant layer 2 data center network

and label routing. We have further shown that using
MAC addresses as forwarding labels very small FIB
tables can be achieved. The technique also enables us

fabric. SIGCOMM Comput. Commun. Rev., 39(4):39–50, Aug.
2009.
[12] D. Plummer.

Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol: Or

Converting Network Protocol Addresses to 48.bit Ethernet

to improve other protocols.

Address for Transmission on Ethernet Hardware. RFC 826
(INTERNET STANDARD), Nov. 1982. Updated by RFCs
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